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‘WHAT?’ - NEWHORRIZON
NewHoRRIzon is a H2020-funded CSA-project to
promote the uptake of RRI in H2020 and
beyond, by organizing Social Labs with
grantees and other stakeholders, to design
Pilot Actions dedicated to making that
happen.

‘Promoting the uptake of RRI’ = system transformation
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NARRATIVE RESPONSIVE EVALUATION– ‘WHY?’
•

Responsive evaluation: (Stake 1983; Guba & Lincoln 1989, Van Hattum & Loeber 2016) takes the claims, concerns and
issues of those involved as organizational foci

•

Narrative approach: transforming heterogeneous events into coherent stories = narrative input à
reconstruction of narratives (Polkinghorne 1995)

•

Focus on narratives in SwafS-09-2016 call: NH should result in ‘narratives’

•

Fits the conceptual origins of the RRI-concept (Von Schomberg 2011)

•

Narratives give cohesion to shared experiences and the transmission of values (Fischer 2009)

•

Evaluation in support of NewHoRRIzon goal attainment – Arkesteijn et al 2015: “a reflexive perspective in
evaluation … means evaluating programmes that seek to contribute to system change in order to deal with
complex problems, while supporting the change process” - Alternative approaches don’t (external
assessment of PAs, ‘go / no-go’; MORRI-criteria)

•

‘RRI’ as novel narrative challenges dominant narratives in R&I system à institutionalisation?

•

Narrative evaluation has constitutive power: helps give meaning to what is being evaluated - RRI
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NARRATIVE RESPONSIVE EVALUATION– ‘HOW?’

•
•
•
•

Evaluation efforts contingent on the time path of the Social Labs
Input solicited via reflection report (Templates) before and after Workshops (6 x) + participant survey
About Social Labs: Focus on moments of friction / surprise + actions taken + learning effects
About Pilot Actions: idem + on Theories of Change

on friction/surprise: helps foreground ‘silent structures’ – structural elements that are ‘self-evident’; what
à Focus
can be said and done with approval à clues about where to direct efforts at system change
on Theories of Change: helps reflect on assumptions about problems and solutions + underlying
à Focus
normative and strategic considerations: who to involve + why
on interactively formulating indicators: Pilot Actions = interventions: how best map these = protagonists
à Focus
improve role as change agents

•

Jointly construct narratives (‘learning within’); feedback to those involved à Learning Histories: “Goal of a
Learning History is to capture what an innovating group learned and transfer their ‘new knowledge’ to others”
(Roth & Bradbury 2008)

•

Collect narratives in a Guide to Good Practices for RRI to inspire and inform interested others (‘learning beyond’)
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CONVEYING LESSONS LEARNED – AN EXAMPLE
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CONVEYING LESSONS LEARNED – AN EXAMPLE
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EVALUATING INTERVENTIONS =/= EVALUATING RRI

•
•

Numerical or narratively: strike a balance (‘strong stories’) à ‘rigor meets relevance’
NH yields process-oriented narratives (‘change agent stories’ = pathways towards RRI) +
RRI-focused stories

•
•

A priori formulated indicators might miss the point (‘de facto’ RRI) à work responsively
Numbers are seemingly de-contextual: may convey a story that does not relate to some
groups of stakeholders and their situation (e.g. gender in MSCA), and that is hard to
deconstruct
Reflection (inevitably narratively) may
Foreground tacit structures (e.g. ERC – ‘blue sky’ /researcher autonomy)
Itself construct the evaluand: ‘what is RRI?’

•
-
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